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Abstract. Fractional calculus is a new approach for modeling biological and physical phenomena withmemory effects. Fractional calculus uses differential and integral operators including non-integerorders to study the non-linear behavior of physical and biological systems with some degrees offractionality or fractality. Since the long memory properties of neuronal responses can be betterexplained using fractional derivative, in this study we generalize the integer-order Morris-Lecarmodel in the fractional-order domain to better modeling of neuron dynamics. To investigate thecomplex spiking patterns of fractional-order Morris-Lecar neural system the fractional calculus hasbeen applied to build this new mathematical model. We compare the results with integer-order Morris-Lecar model. The analytical solutions of these equations cannot explicitly be obtained. Therefore, tofind the dynamical behaviors of solutions, we used approximation and numerical schemes. Dependingon the different parameters values for 0 < η ≤ 1, the fractional-order Morris-Lecar reproducesquiescent, spiking and bursting activities the same as its original model but for higher input current.We numerically discover the hopf bifurcation, saddle node bifurcation of limit cycle and homoclinicbifurcation for this model for different input current and derivative orders. Taking the advantages ofthe fractional order derivative, for a variety of orders, we define different classes of this model whichhelps to better extract all the complicated dynamics of this single neuron model.

1. Introduction
Recently, fractional calculus has been frequently used by many researchers in biology, physics,chemistry and biochemistry, hydrology, medicine, and finance and its application in modelingcomplex phenomena has increased its popularity and the number of publications in above area [1–6].The main characteristic of fractional order derivative is called the "memory effect" and it has beenexperimentally proved that the fractional order differential or integral equations models are morerealistic to demonstrate the complex behavior of some biological or physical systems includingfractality and memory compared to their ODEs of integer-order systems [2, 6]. Complexity in thiscontext combined the recent advances in neuroscience with the concepts from fractal geometry andnonlinear dynamics to form a new approach within the life sciences which is useful in controlling
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 2the dynamics of fractal processes in this area [7, 8].Understanding the complicated functioning of the neuronal cells and exploring the molecular andcellular mechanisms of their network have been one of the greatest challenges in different fieldsof science . The progress and advances in computational neuroscience could help scientists tobetter understanding of the performance of brain and neuron cells and better fighting with diseasesrelated to neuron cells such as Parkinson’s and depression.Non-linear dynamical system theory has a very important role in the computational neuroscienceresearch [9–13]. In 1948 Hodgkin by injecting a dc-current of varying amplitude discovered thatsome preparations could show repetitive spiking activities with arbitrarily low frequencies, whilethe others discharged in a narrow frequency band [9, 13–15]. His finding motivated Rinzel andErmentrout to discover that different bifurcation mechanisms of excitability may cause the differencein neuronal behavior [9,16,17]. Basically, if assume the applied current Iapp as a control parameter,we can easily see the transition in behavior of a neuron which corresponds to a bifurcation fromequilibrium to a limit cycle attractor. That is when Iapp is small, the cell remains quiescent andwith increasing the injected current, the cell starts to fire repetitive spikes [9–13,18,19].According to Moaddy. K, et. al [20], the fractional-order models can better explain the long memorydependence of the neuron response. One of the most interesting properties of neural system isadaptation to changes in stimulus. It has been shown that a single neuron has a single time scaleadaptation, however, there are some neurons with multiple time scale adaptation to responsesconsistent with fractional-order derivatives, means that the firing rate for these neurons acts asfractional derivative of slowly varying stimulus parameters [21,22]. Therefore, the other advantagesof neuronal fractional derivatives is their ability to adapt to changes in stimulus in different timescales. Moreover, Shi. M, et. al [23] proved that the fractional-order derivative demonstrates thereal dielectric behaviors and the history memory property of membranes, cells and so on. Accordingto their finding, non integer derivative activates the slow ion channel with higher speed, and helpsto activate fast spiking modulation which forms different kinds of bursting behaviors. One importantfact about using fractional order model their ability to display different dynamical behaviors such aschaotic and periodic firing for the same parameter values as the order of derivative is varying [24].On the other hand, using these new parameters as the order of fractional derivative operatorsenhances the controllability of behavior of the neuron cells [25]. The fractional order models playan important role in determining the firing properties of neuronal models and these importantproperties of models with fractional order derivatives including depiction of long term memory andthe multiple time scale adaptation have motivated many efforts to use them as a perfect frameworkto cover the complicated dynamics of many different neuronal cells such as fractional cable model,Izhikevich neuron model, and FitzHugh-Rinzel bursting neuron model [26–28].Due to the complexity of nerve systems, it is impossible to fully understand the various phenomena
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 3in neuroscience only using the integer order models, since it does not meet all neuronal propertiesand complicated behaviors of neurons. Thus, in this study we use the fractional calculus to explorethe dynamics of fractal processes using the fractional calculus and apply this dynamical approach onMorris-Lecar model to catch all the spiking properties of this neuron and to simulate the fluctuationsof this single neuron cell and obtain biological physiological characteristics of it. We have selectedMorris-Lecar model because it is a reduced and simpler version of the Hodgkin-Huxley equationsand preserves many important characteristics of neuronal dynamics such as generation of actionpotentials, threshold for firing spike, and sustained oscillations with increasing the applied current.Because the solutions of fractional Morris Lecar model (FML) may not be explicitly obtained, weuse numerical methods to approximate the solutions of this model. We compare these results withits original integer order model using phase portrait analysis. By considering this fractional ordermodel, we can explain all the possible geometric mechanisms underlying each of neuronal activitiesof Morris-Lecar model.
2. Grünwald-Letinkov approximation

We define the fractional differential as the following form [29,30]
DγY (t) = f (t, Y (t)), Y (t0) = Y0

where γ > 0 represents the order of derivative and Dγ denotes the fractional derivative which isgiven by:
DγY (t) = Jk−γDkY (t)

where γ ∈ (k − 1, k ], for k = 1, 2, . . . and integral operator Jk called the Riemann-Liouville of
kth-order which is obtained by the following formula

JkY (t) =
1

Γ(k)

∫ t

0

(t − τ)(k−1)Y (τ) dτ, t > 0

where Γ(.) denotes the gamma function.To apply the Micken’s (NSFD) [31–33], we need to find the fractional order derivative using theGrünwald- Letinkov (G-L) approximation for model equations as the form
DγY (t) = lim

s→0
s−γ

T∑
i=0

(−1)i
(
γ

i

)
Y (t − i s) (1)

where T = [t]/s and [.] used to show the integer value and s represents the step size. Thus,equation (1) would be discretized as
T∑
i=0

Cγi Y (tk−i) = f (tk , Y (tk)) (2)
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 4where tk = k s and Cγi are the coefficients for (G-L) approximation written as
Cγi =

[
i − 1− γ

i

]
Cγi−1, Cγ0 = s−γ i = 1, 2, . . .

Next we introduce the non-standard finite difference schemes.To discretize a systems of differential equations, both ordinary differential equations (ODEs) andpartial differential equations (PDEs), one may apply the Mickens NSFD discretization methodwhich is more flexible in construction rather than standard finite difference method and thereforehas better performance. This method checks the positivity of solutions and is concerned aboutboundedness and monotonicity of them. Another advantage of using NSFD schemes is their abilityto preserve the structure and properties of the systems of differential equations and therefore, weapply NSFD schemes on the general compartmental model in the form:
d Y

dt
= f (Y ) (3)

However, to use the non-standard scheme we need to check that if non-local approximation is usedand or we need to have a non traditional discretization of derivatives and also we may need to use anon-negative function Φ(h) = s+O(s2). To apply NSFD scheme, we consider a grid tk = t0+k s ,such that s > 0, and we approximately write the discretized function Y as Yk ≈ Y (tk). Next, wediscretize (3):
d Y

dt
=
Yk+1 − Yk

Φ(s)
+O(Φ(s)) (4)

when s → 0 we have
d Y

dt
≈
Yk+1 − Yk

Φ(s)
(5)

where real valued Φ(s) as a function of the step size s need to satisfy the following properties [34]:(I) Φ(s) = s +O(s2),(II) Φ(s) ∈ (0, 1), ∀ s ∈ (0,∞)Here, the equality (4) is equivalent with the integer order derivative as follow:
d Y

dt
= lim
s→0

[
Y (t + s)− Y (t)

Φ(s)
+O(Φ(s))

]
= lim
s→0

[
Y (t + s)− Y (t)

s

]
lim
s→0

[
s

Φ(s)

]
+ lim
s→0

O(Φ(s))

= Ẏ (t)

As s → 0 the discrete form in (4) converges to its associated continuous derivative. NSFD methodsare convergent without any restriction related to step size s but this is not always true for SFDmethods which depend on the step size s . Moreover, when we discretize a system using NSFD
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 5method, if the original system is persistent, and solutions are stable and convergent, these proper-ties remain the same after discretization, but not for the case we use SFD to discretize the systemof differential equations.
3. Description of model equations

To demonstrate the generation of action potential, Kathleen Morris and Harold Lecar proposeda simple model, Morris-Lecar model, in 1981 [35] that is a reduction version of the four dimensionalHodgkin-Huxley model preserving the main properties of spike generations with much simplermathematical and computational analysis [35, 36]. This model describes the electrical activities ofneurons using a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations and includes three channelsa potassium channel, a leak and a calcium channel and has the following form
CM

dV

dt
= Iapp − gL(V − EL)− gKw(V − EK)− gCam∞(V )(V − ECa) = Iapp − Iion(V, w),

dw

dt
= φ(n∞(V )− w)/τw (V ),

(6)
where

m∞(V ) =
1

2
[1 + tanh((V − V1)/V2)], (7)

τn(V ) = 1/cosh((V − V3)/(2V4)), (8)
n∞(V ) =

1

2
[1 + tanh((V − V3)/V4)]. (9)

and
Iion(V, w) = gL(V − EL) + gKw(V − EK) + gCam∞(V )(V − ECa) (10)

where V demonstrates membrane potential, and w the activation variable of the persistent K+current, so it is a two-dimensional vector (V, w). EK , ECa, and EL denote the Nernst equilibriumpotentials. Iapp demonstrates the injected current and Iion the ionic current. Parameter φ is atemperature factor. gL is leak membrane conductance, gK is potassium membrane conductance and
gCa is calcium membrane conductance. Moreover, CM is the total membrane capacitance. Also, thevoltage-sensitive steady-state activation function m∞(V ) and n∞(V ), and the time constant τw (V )can be measured experimentally. The non-linear dynamics of the original Morris-Lecar model havebeen studied by different researchers during recent decades [18,37–43]. In the next section we willlook at the fractional-order Morris-Lecar model and its spiking patterns.
3.1. Fractional Morris-Lecar model. Now, we apply the basic theorems of the fractional calculuson model (6). In Morris-Lecar model, we write the total membrane current to being the sum of ioniccurrents and the capacitive current:

Iapp = Iion + ICM
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 6For the fractional-order model, we define:
ICM = CM Dη V

where, 0 < η ≤ 1 and Dη is defined in the following form [44]:
Dη V (t) = lim

h→0
h−η

[t]
h∑
i=0

(−1)i
(
η

i

)
V (t − i h) (11)

We do the same for the second equation:
Dη w(t) = lim

h→0
h−η

[t]
h∑
i=0

(−1)i
(
η

i

)
w(t − i h) (12)

where [t] denotes the integer part of t and h is the step size.After discretization, (11) and (12) become:
∑ [t]

h

i=0 C
η
i V (tk−i) = f (tk , V (tk)),

∑ [t]
h

i=0 C
η
i w(tk−i) = g(tk , w(tk)),

where tk = kh for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . and Cηi are the Grunwald-Letinkov coefficients as:
Cηi =

(
1−

1 + η

i

)
Cηi−1, Cη0 = h−η i = 1, 2, . . .

Then, we apply the non-standard finite difference (NSFD) schemes proposed by Mickens [31–33]and replace the step size h by a function ψ(h). Next, we discretize the equations (11) and (12)following the Grunwald-Letinkov discretization, using V (tk) = Vk , w(tk) = wk , we have:
CM

∑k+1
i=0 C

η
i Vk+1−i = Iapp − gL(Vk − EL)− gKwk(Vk − EK)− gCam∞(Vk)(Vk − ECa),

∑k+1
i=0 C

η
i wk+1−i = φ(n∞(Vk)− wk)/τwk (Vk),

(13)
where

m∞(Vk) =
1

2
[1 + tanh((Vk − V1)/V2)], (14)

τn(Vk) = 1/cosh((Vk − V3)/(2V4)), (15)
n∞(Vk) =

1

2
[1 + tanh((Vk − V3)/V4)]. (16)

and
Iion(Vk , wk) = gL(Vk − EL) + gKwk(Vk − EK) + gCam∞(Vk)(Vk − ECa) (17)
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Table 1. Parameter values for the fractional-order Morris-Lecar model.
After some algebra,

Vk+1 =
Iapp −

∑k+1
i=1 C

η
i Vk+1−i − gL(Vk − EL)− gKwk(Vk − EK)− gCam∞(Vk)(Vk − ECa)

CM C
η
0

wk+1 =
φ(n∞(Vk)− wk)− τwk (Vk)

∑k+1
i=1 C

η
i wk+1−i

Cη0 τwk (Vk) (18)
where

Cη0 = ψ(h)−η, ψ(h) = sin(h)

The fractional-order Morris-Lecar model displays different ranges of dynamics such as hopfbifurcation, saddle node on invariant limit cycles (SNLC) and homoclinic bifurcation. We keepthe same biological parameters as the original Morris-Lecar model. We have represented theseparameters for these three different dynamics in table (1) [18]. We assume Iapp as a controlparameter for numerical simulations.
3.2. Local stability analysis of fractional order Morris-Lecar model. In neuroscience, it’s usuallyhard to extract analytically the dynamics of the neuronal systems and we may need to use somegeometrical and qualitative techniques such as phase portrait analysis. Phase portraits demonstratethe evolution of state variables in time with different initial states. By looking at the phase portrait,we can observe the qualitative behavior of the system without knowing the model equations. Toanalyze the local dynamics of fractional order Morris-Lecar model, we apply a useful theoremin dynamical systems theory, called the Hartman-Grobman theorem [45–47]. According to this
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 8theorem non-linear fractional order Morris-Lecar system{
Vk+1 = F (Vk , wk)

wk+1 = G(Vk , wk)
(19)

sufficiently near equilibrium (V, w) = (V ∗, w∗) is locally topologically equivalent to the linear partof the system. First we transform the fixed point (V ∗, w∗) of the system (19) to the origin by thetranslation V = V ∗ + V̄ and w = w∗ + w̄ . If we split off the linear part of the system from itsnon-linear part, we have
[
V̄

w̄

]
=


∂F (V̄ , w̄)

∂V̄

∂F (V̄ , w̄)

∂w̄

∂G(V̄ , w̄)

∂V̄

∂G(V̄ , w̄)

∂w̄


[
V̄

w̄

]
+

F̃ (V̄ , w̄)

G̃(V̄ , w̄)

 (20)
where F̃ and G̃ represent the non-linear part of the system (19) and

∂F (V̄ , w̄)

∂V̄
=
−
∑k+1
i=1 C

η
i − gL − gKw̄ − gCam∞(V̄ )

CM C
η
0

≡ A

∂F (V̄ , w̄)

∂w̄
=
−gK V̄
CM C

η
0

≡ B

∂G(V̄ , w̄)

∂V̄
=

φn′∞(V̄ )

Cη0 τwk (V̄ )
≡ C

∂G(V̄ , w̄)

∂w̄
=
−φ− τwk (V̄ )

∑k+1
i=1 C

η
i

Cη0 τwk (V̄ )
≡ D

(21)

To find the stability of the interior equilibrium point of the system, we need to look at the linearpart of (20) which is given by (21). At first, we assume that for the voltage Ek < V̄ < ECa. Thenwe have B < 0, C > 0, and D < 0 and A can be either positive or negative. m∞(V̄ ) which definesthe slope of the calcium activation function can make A > 0. On the other hand, for A < 0, theequilibrium point is asymptotically stable because A + D < 0 and AD − BC > 0. Moreover, for
B < 0 the equilibrium point is stable because the negativity of slope of V̄ -nullcline, −AB < 0.For the case that A > 0 the equilibrium point is a saddle point and unstable because of thepositivity of slope of the w̄-nullcline −CD > 0.For −AB > −C

D , the equilibrium point is a saddle point and unstable because AD − BC < 0.However, for −AB < −C
D and A + D < 0, the equilibrium point is stable and for −AB < −C

D and
A+D > 0, the equilibrium point is unstable.Finally, for the case that A > 0 and the speed of potassium dynamics φ is small, then the equilibriumpoint is unstable.
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In this section, we use some numerical simulations to study the qualitative behavior such aslocal bifurcations of the fractional order Morris-Lecar model for different fractional order η andapplied current Iapp . One of the most common types of bifurcation in neuroscience is saddle nodebifurcation of limit cycle or SNLC, and this bifurcation occurs when with increasing the controlparameter, here, applied current Iapp , two stable and unstable limit cycles which are associated tothe stable node and saddle point respectively, close to each other, collide and at the bifurcationtime, a limit cycle appears. With increasing Iapp further, this limit cycle disappears. Figures(1)-(4) exhibit different spiking behaviors for fractional Morris-Lecar model (13), when we increase

Iapp = 5, 30, 45, 100 using SNLC parameters value in table (1). The solution of the integer ordermodel (6) has been demonstrated in the third row to compare with fractional-order Morris-Lecarmodel of different order.
For the case of hopf bifurcation in figures (5)-(9), with increasing the applied current Iapp , themodel (13) displays the occurrence of limit cycle corresponding to hopf bifurcation like the originalmodel (6) but for orders η = 0.3, .0.5, 0.7, 0.9 the fractional order model needs greater value forinput current to start the bifurcation.The topological normal form of the model (13) in polar coordinate for the case of hopf bifurcationhas the form:


∑k+1
i=0 C

η
i rk+1−i = αr + a r3

∑k+1
i=0 C

η
i θk+1−i = ω0 + βr2

(22)
After simplification, the fractional-order system which is linear and time-invariant has the followingform: 

rk+1 =
αr + a r3 −

∑k+1
i=1 C

η
i rk+1−i

Cη0

θk+1 =
ω0 + βr2 −

∑k+1
i=1 C

η
i θk+1−i

Cη0

(23)
where, α and ω0 represent the real part and imaginary part of the eigenvalues of the jacobian matrixfor the model (13) around its equilibrium point respectively, a is called first Lyapunov coefficient.For a > 0 there should exist an unstable limit cycle, bifurcating from the equilibrium and it indicatesthe appearance of subcritical hopf bifurcation and for a < 0 we have stable limit cycle solutionand supercritical hopf bifurcates from the equilibrium. Here, β does not have any dynamical effect.
θ represents the angle of oscillations. If θ̇ > 0, it means the frequency of damped or sustained
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Figure 1. Occurrence of saddle node bifurcation of limit cycle or SNLC in FractionalMorris-Lecar model (13) for Iapp = 5, third row displays the trajectory of the originalmodel (6) with the same applied current.
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Figure 2. Occurrence of saddle node bifurcation of limit cycle or SNLC in FractionalMorris-Lecar model (13) for Iapp = 30, third row displays the trajectory of theoriginal model (6) with the same applied current.
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Figure 3. Occurrence of saddle node bifurcation of limit cycle or SNLC in FractionalMorris-Lecar model (13) for Iapp = 45, third row displays the trajectory of theoriginal model (6) with the same applied current.
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Figure 4. Occurrence of saddle node bifurcation of limit cycle or SNLC in FractionalMorris-Lecar model (13) for Iapp = 100, third row displays the trajectory of theoriginal model (6) with the same applied current.
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Figure 5. Occurrence of hopf bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecar model (13) for
Iapp = 20, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6) with the sameapplied current.
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Figure 6. Occurrence of hopf bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecar model (13) for
Iapp = 88, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6) with the sameapplied current.
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Figure 7. Occurrence of hopf bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecar model (13) for
Iapp = 90, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6) with the sameapplied current.
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Figure 8. Occurrence of hopf bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecar model (13) for
Iapp = 95, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6) with the sameapplied current.
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Figure 9. Occurrence of hopf bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecar model (13) for
Iapp = 220, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6) with the sameapplied current.
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 19oscillations around ω0 is increasing. On the other hand, for θ̇ < 0 the frequency of damped orsustained oscillations around ω0 is decreasing.In neuroscience point of view, the hopf bifurcation happens when the behaviors of neuron changefrom resting to spiking (the stable constant solutions are corresponding to the resting state andspiking state shows the existence of periodic solutions).The other common type of dynamical behavior for a neuron cell occurs when with increasing thecontrol parameter, a saddle point and a limit cycle collide, this bifurcation called saddle-homoclinicbifurcation. The period of the periodic orbit that appears at the moment of bifurcation goes to infinityand with further increasing of control parameter this periodic orbit disappears. Figures (10)-(14),demonstrate the appearance and disappearance of saddle-homoclinic bifurcation in the model (13)with increasing the applied current Iapp = 23, 40, 50, 60, 70 like the original model (6) but liketwo previous bifurcations, for fractional order model of orders η = 0.3, .0.5, 0.7, 0.9 the neuronneeds higher input current Iapp to bifurcate.In neuroscience point of view, when saddle homoclinic bifurcation happens, we expect theappearance or disappearance of spiking behavior.
5. Discussion

Fractional-order excitable systems can be physically considered as a memory dependent phe-nomenon which display oscillatory behaviors for certain types of neuron models. In this research,we have studied the neuronal spiking patterns of fractional Morris-Lecal neuron model where thefractional-orders could change the responses of the model from periodic to non-periodic, and wehave compared its dynamics to the original Morris-Lecar model. The original Morris-Lecal neuronmodel which is a reduction version of Hodgkin-Huxley model includes two equations with integerorder derivatives and three ionic channels, a potassium channel, a leak and a calcium channel.We have preserved the same ionic channels and to find the fractional order Morris-Lecar model,we have applied the non-standard finite difference (NSFD) schemes on this system of equationssince they have a better performance than standard finite difference methods. Then we have dis-cretized the model using the Grunwald-Letinkov discretization. We use effective numerical methodsto display the solution of fractional order Morris-Lecar model. To explore the exciting behaviorsof fractional Morris-Lecar model, we have conducted different numerical simulations with changinginput currents. It was obvious that the solutions depends on the fractional-order parameters. Wehave shown that the fractional Morris-Lecar model with the same biological parameters values asthe original model, displays the same firing patterns such as quiescent and spiking behaviors butfor different values of input currents. We have noticed that in this case, the saddle node bifurcationof limit cycle (SNLC), hopf bifurcation and saddle-homoclinic bifurcation happen at larger values forinjected current compare to the original model and we have derived these bifurcations analyticallyusing rigorous normal form theory. Similar to the original Morris-Lecar model, its fractional-order
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Figure 10. Occurrence of saddle-homoclinic bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecarmodel (13) for Iapp = 23, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6)with the same applied current.
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Figure 11. Occurrence of saddle-homoclinic bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecarmodel (13) for Iapp = 40, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6)with the same applied current.
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Figure 12. Occurrence of saddle-homoclinic bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecarmodel (13) for Iapp = 50, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6)with the same applied current.
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Figure 13. Occurrence of saddle-homoclinic bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecarmodel (13) for Iapp = 60, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6)with the same applied current.
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Figure 14. Occurrence of saddle-homoclinic bifurcation in Fractional Morris-Lecarmodel (13) for Iapp = 70, third row displays the trajectory of the original model (6)with the same applied current.
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Eur. J. Math. Anal. 10.28924/ada/ma.3.2 25model undergoes a transition between integrator and resonator. When saddle-node bifurcationhappens, the neuron is called an integrator means that there is no damped subthreshold oscilla-tions. On the other hand, when Hopf bifurcation happens the neuron is called a resonator withdamped subthreshold oscillations. Using the fractional order derivative, we have added a newparameter as the order of derivatives that helped us to control the spiking patterns of the neuroncell. Taking the advantages of this type modeling, we investigated how the classical order systemschanges its complex dynamics such as firing patterns and also firing frequency, when they turn tobe fractional order systems. This work improved the preceding ones [37,38] by discovering differentattractors of the system for different fractional orders and keeping the same biological parameters.As a result, fractional order plays a key role in describing the firing patterns and characterizing thememory effect of neurons which helps to control the long term dependency of the neuron responsesby adding extra freedom to the system. Moreover, using this fractional operator could display morenon-local natural dynamics as a sign of fractal behaviors compared to the integer order model. Thisdifferentiation operator which is a combination of fractal and fractional differentiation indicated theimportance of using fractal geometry to study the neural dynamic systems.
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